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Learning communities, 450, 451, 452
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- and web based learning, 453
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Learning Environment Preference Schedule
Learning how to learn, 269, 449
Learning journals, 416
Learning outcomes in engineering, 40, 41
Learning strategies 119, 120, 121, 122
Learning styles (Ch 5. See also cognitive style, and Kolb’s learning Style, Felder, Honey and Mumford), 122ff
- and ability/ achievement 125, 132
- and age
- and assessment
- and behaviour 135, 136, 138
- an coaching/ counselling 121, 140
- and cognitive style 119, 143
- cognitive style analysis, 143
- and conceptions of learning 122
Convergent/divergent, 123, 126, 128, 130
- cultural effects on 130
- and engineering drawing
- and engineering students 130, 131, 134, 138, 139
- and gender 130 131
- holist/serial 122
- and industrial need 135, 136, 138
- convergent-divergent 123, 126, 130
- Felder and Silverman/Soloman, 140ff
- field dependent-field, 95
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- Honey and Mumford
- Instrument, 134, 135
- humanities 123, 124
- Individualized environments, 144
- naturalistic approaches to
- and problem solving 132
- and reflective practice 132
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Modularised courses 37
Moral development (see Kohlberg) 64 ff
- and gender 65
Moral purpose (in engineering), 67
Morphological analysis, 276
Motivation (confidence of students) 106, 107, 164, 168, 169, 170, 171, 185, 189, 212, 223, 224, 225, 233
- and creativity, 169, 265, 267
- in confidence log, 293
- and flow, 169
- in cooperative learning, 325, 326
- in engineering design, 286, 288, 291, 292, 293
- extrinsic 120
Motivated Strategies for learning Questionnaire, 274
One minute paper (see minute papers)
Operational (working)
philosophy 55, 56, 57
Oral examinations, 432, 434
Organizational structure 4, 16, 30, 81
-and curriculum 4, 16
Originality 26
Outcomes
-ABET EC 2000 23
-engineering, 45
-expressive 24
-intended 24
-political issues 15
-programme 22
-unintended 24
-terminology 21, 24
Outcomes (based) assessment
-and Engineering Council
(UK) 22ff
-organizational structure 4, 16
-overload 6, 60
-transfer value of 15

Paedia Proposal, 248
Page report (Institution of Mechanical Engineers), 446
Paper Folding Test 127
Participation (see retention), 453, 454
Peer assessment, by students (evaluation, review), 423ff
-in case studies
-performance index, 237
-reliability of, 342, 422
-student design of, 342
-and teacher overload, 421
-in teamwork, 342, 342, 345, 423
-training for, 427
Peer tutoring (see mentors, proctors), 318, 366, 367, 451
Perception (see concept learning)
Performance based assessment
(see also outcomes based assessment)
Perkins theory of knowledge as design, 285, 295, 299 ff
Perry’s theory of intellectual development (see intellectual development), 153 ff
Personality 136 ff
-effect in groups, 298, 299
Planning (skill in)
Personal skills project, 38, 166, 167
Personal transferable skills (see also transferable skills) 38, 166, 167 205,
-and course design, 38, 167
Personalised Instruction (PSI)
(see CH 14, and individualised instruction, Keller Plan)
Philosophy (and engineering education) 53 ff
-application to curriculum design
54, 182
-operational philosophy, 55, 56, 57
-Screening 12, 15, 16
Pittsburgh Writing Scheme, 420
Polya’s heuristic (see heuristics), 247, 261
-modified, 247, 254
Polytechnics, 399
Portfolio’s, 23, 420ff
-assessment of, 344, 418
-development or growth type, 421
-electronic, 401, 421
-and project reports, 420
-and records of achievement, 420
-reliability of, 422
-show case type, 420
Post formal reasoning (see intellectual development), 153ff
Power test, 431
Prior achievement, 448
Prior knowledge (and knowledge acquisition) 75, 106, 230, 254, 322, 344, 373
-assessment of, 94, 105, 120, 121, 142
-experience, 232, 234
-skills for teamwork, 339
-tests for 96
Prior notice examination, 431
Problem based learning (Ch 9-see also project based learning and projects) 229 ff
-assessment in, 230, 234ff
-and cases, 230
-described, 229
-diary, 422
-preparation for 233
-role of faculty in, 237, 238
-role of student in, 238
-student attitudes to, 232, 233, 234
-and syllabus coverage, 234, 235
-and teamwork, 232, 233
-and workload, 232
Problem formulation, 251
Problems, design of...
-closed, 244
-ill structured (wicked), 244
Problem solving (see Ch 10) 40
75, 155, 156, 164, 190, 228, 229, 243, 324, 399, 400
-approaches to, 243, 331
-assessment of, 245, 246
-childrens approaches to, 301
-and creativity, 261
-defining, 310, 311
-and design, 305, 306
-domains of, 22, 32
-and graphics 22
-Guilford’s creative problem solving model
-and heuristics, 128, 243, 247
-identification of problems, 228
-information processing, 255
-and learning styles 132
-levels of difficulty in, 244
-ended (ill structured), 286, 333
-and spatial ability 127
-qualitative approaches to 251, 252
-representational transformations, 252
-and set mechanisation, 132, 250, 251, 252
-as a specific discipline, 253, 254
-teaching for, 246
-technology as, 443
-types of problem solver, 331
Problem solvers, characteristics of, 255
Product champion, 193, 194
Product design, 284
Professional competence, 157
Profiles, 437
Program assessment (Ch 15), 23, 24, 392, 402ff
Program objectives 45
Projects (Ch. 9, and Ch 12, see also problem based learning), 221ff
-aims of, 32, 222
-assessment of, 222, 234 ff
-and course loading, 235
-childrens activities in, 293
-choice of by students, 189, 225, 339
-choosing alternatives (skill in), 298
-complexity of learning in
-definition of (Ch 9 and PBL)
-design and make, 414
-and engineering design (see Ch 12)
-evaluation of, 228
-and examinations, 235
-externally sponsored, 326
-final year, 222, 337
-and integration, 223
-and integrated programs, 200
-intergroup, 336, 337
-and lifelong learning, 164
-motivation, 212, 221 ff
-and negotiated curriculum, 60, 189
-portfolios, 237, 401
-planning, 328
-product and manufacturing
-real world(realistic), 169, 221, 227
-and reflective practice, 228
-role of faculty, 224, 237, 238
-rubrics for, 234, 235
-self-confidence, 232, 233
-skills for planning, specifying and evaluation, 228, 232
-in software engineering
-stakeholders
-student adaptation to PBL, 232
-student learning, 233, 234
-and teamwork, 222
-types of, 222
-system design project, 289
Project Outlines, 228
Project Technology (UK), 27, 223, 224, 442
Protocols (think aloud techniques) 1-2, 114, 123, 309, 335, 400, 401, 407
Pseudo learning groups
Psychometric profile testing 175
Psychomotor domain, taxonomy of, 43
Pupils Attitude to Technology Foundation (PATT) 75
Purdue Spatial Visualization Test 127
Quality Assurance Agency (QAA), 392
Quality circles (TQM), 324
Qualitative thinking, 94, 108, 113, 245, 251, 252, 398, 399, 400
Quebec Ministry of Higher Education
Questions (items) (see also problem solving)
-design of, 120, 123, 244, 245, 256, 277, 271, 432, 433
-in group work, 345
-prior notice, 431
-short answer, 431
-skill in questioning, 277
Questionnaires, validity of, 398
Readiness, 163, 164, 192
“real” engineering in courses
(perceptions of reality) 98 108, 114, 158, 244
-real versus simulation, 128, 132
-realism, 337
-reality 209, 229, 295, 296, 328
-relevance, 169, 190, 203
-relevance, 190, 203
Realism (Philosophical), 57
Reasoning, 256, 257, 258
RECAP taxonomy
Received curriculum
-and control of knowledge and national culture
-as a spiral
Records of achievement
Recording Enterprise Assessment of Learning group (REAL), 30
Reflective judgement (model of), 158, 159, 160, 256, 257
Reflective Judgment Interview (RJI), 159, 160
Reflective practice, 157ff, 417, 418, 419
-in design, 286, 308, 309
-and evaluation, 160
-in liberal education, 73
-and portfolios, 428, 419
-Schön model of, 160
-in teamwork, 328
-training for, 417
Repertory Grid technique, 408
Retention (see attrition, non-completion, participation persistence), 291, 292, 441 ff
-first year (freshman) 449
-on PSI courses, 361
Research assessment exercise (UK)
Research (see educational research)
Riding’s cognitive style analysis
Role playing, 68, 249, 295, 296
Rubrics, examples of, 32, 33
Sandwich (cooperative) courses, 3, 178
SARTOR, 3, 177, 180, 183
Saufe (model of learning), 247, 325
SCANS report (U.S), 40, 164, 199, 212 ff
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
Schools and careers (Chp 17), 183
Schools Council, 293
School Technology, 441, 442, 443
Science versus engineering, 58
Screening (aims and objectives), 12, 15, 16, 74, 89
Selection
Self actualization, 330
Self-assessment (also self evaluation), 204, 206, 230, 249, 343, 401, 417, 427ff
-reflective practice, 427
-setting own goals, 430
-training for, 428
-versus self evaluation, 427
Self-directed learning, 164
-Grows model of, 164
-flow, 174
Self-esteem
Self-evaluation/self report (see self assessment)
-criticisms of in research, 321, 322
Self-knowledge (reflection), 427
Self Paced instruction (see individualized instruction)
Self Report Inventory, 35, 337, 406
Semi-paced learning
-motivation, 169
Set mechanization 132, 250, 251
Simulation (see also, case studies, debates, laboratory work, projects, and “real”), 295, 296, 327, 328
-hands on, 377, 378, 379
-industries need, 377
Single room class, 452
Sketching 129
Small group-work (see cooperative learning, groupwork, syndicates)
Small Group Environmental Rating Form, 337
Social competence
-test of, 167
Social (emotional) intelligence (Ch 6), 200
Society of German Engineers, 178
Society for Manufacturing Engineers, 185
SOLO Taxonomy, 41, 270, 271, 433
Solomans learning style
Inventory 139
Something about Myself Inventory (SAM), 272
Spatial ability (reasoning- see also visualization), 125ff
-computer assisted training for 125, 127, 128
-and gender, 127, 128
-and mathematics 125, 127
-three dimensional learning 125
-training for within engineering graphics 127
Specialist versus generalist curriculum, 187
Spiral curriculum, 164, 186, 187
Staff Development Association, 420
Standards, 22, 24
-for technological literacy, 180
Strong Vocational Interest Blank 125
Students
-and course loading, 448
-and design of grading, 346
-as instructional designers, 302
340, 375
-perception of courses, 445
-perceptions of self, 372
-perceptions of teachers, 157
-opinion polls
-and reading, 323
-resistance to change, 318
-setting goals, 168
-supply and demand for
Student motivation (see motivation)
Student ratings, 405, 406, 407
Study/habits skill, 121, 200
Subject disciplines, 180
Subject review, 394
SUCCEED Coalition, 192, 204
Supply and demand of students, 74, 183, 184, 443ff
-Transition from school to college, 450
-value of interventions in schools, 445
-entry standards, 446
-interventions by universities in schools, 444, 445
-and school education 441, 442, 403
Surface learning (see learning), 234
Survey research, 406
-longitudinal, 410
Syllabus (content) 16, 431
-in Problem based learning
Syndicates, 323
Synectics, 275
Synthesis (skill of), 26, 27, 40, 155, 164, 222, 224, 229, 248, 261, 262, 265, 429
Systems studies (of engineering education), 35
Task analysis (of engineers), 28 ff
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (Affective domain), 41, 42
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (Bloom Taxonomy-cognitive domain) 20ff, 244, 246
-and ABET 25
-action descriptors 25, 29
-the analysis of jobs, 36
-applied to industrial occupations, 47, 48
-categories of, 23, 26
-creativity of, 21, 22, 25
-classes (categories) of 23, 26
-cognitive domain, 23
-comprehension, category of
-criticisms of, 21 ff, 26
-evaluation, category of, 425
-hierarchical nature of (levels of knowledge), 20 23
-impact of, 25 ff
-influence on engineering education, 25ff
-instruction, 22, 23, 25, 49
-problem solving, 21, 22
-psycomotor domain, 43
The Taxonomy applied to teaching, 22, 23, 24, 28
-geometrical and engineering drawing, 30
-industrial engineering, 27, 28, 33
Taxonomy of Engineering education (Carter), 27, 43, 48
Taxonomy of experiential learning, 41
Taxonomy of Higher Education Objectives, 394
Taxonomies of industrial engineering, 47, 48
Taxonomy of problem solving, 244, 245
Teachers (Instructors, tutors),
-expectations of students, 169
-interaction with students, 449
-involvement with schools, 446
-perceptions of learning, 171
-perceptions of quality 39
-relations with students, 157
-role of, 297, 298, 317, 319, 368, 386, 454, 461
-training for, 223, 238, 338, 419, 459
-well being of.
-workload of, 271, 271, 385
Teacher as researcher (reflective practice-see Preface), 252
Teaching (instruction)
-effective, 454
-groups and teams, 343, 344 -
and intellectual development, 157, 159, 161
-objections to teaching design
-and philosophy 58
-and risk taking, 319
-student centred, 319
-style, (Ch 5) 133 ff
-and theories of learning 54
-training for, 459
-variety in 146
Teaching strategies (see instruction)
Team developer Computer Based
Peer Rating Survey, 342
Team Environment Survey, 337
Teamwork (Ch 13- see also cooperative learning)
-assessment of, 326
-Belbin team roles
questionnaire, 329
-in capstone design project
-in engineering design, 296, 328
-evaluation of, 343, 344
-in integrated programs, 205
-interdisciplinary, 328
-negative team behaviours, 330
-peer assessment of
-peer groups, 326
-personality, 329, 330 ff
-preparation for, 335, 336, 338, 339, 343
-science of engineering teams, 346
-selection of, 324 ff
-size of, 333
-team building, 297, 343
-team management skills, 161
-training for teamwork, 165
-value of in industry, 339
-and women, 331
-and workload, 343
Technical Foundation of
America, 442
Technical writing, 424
Technicians, attitudes of 30
Technological literacy
Technologie (French schools), 442
Technology and schooling 75, 76, 441, 442, 443
Technology and instruction 141, 142, 143, 380, 381, 382ff
-comparison with conventional instruction, 382, 383, 384, 385
-and principles of learning, 386
Temperament and performance
Technique versus rigor, 182
Technologist (definition of,) 188
Terminology, problems with, 10, 21, 229
Test design 133
Textbooks and learning, 229, 323
Thermatic integration, 209
Thematic Aperception Test, 39
Tipperary Leader Group, 165
Total Quality Management
(TQM), 194, 291, 292, 324, 461
Transdisciplinarity, 199, 200, 209, 210
Transfer of learning, 39, 182, 183, 201
-analogical
Transferable skills (see personal transferable skills), 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 48
Transition behaviours, 309
Transition, School to University, 450
-college to workplace, 40
T Groups, 410
Tutors (see instructors, teachers)
UCAS, 74
Universities intergroup work, 336, 337
Validation, 392
Validity, 244, 246
Values, teaching of (see moral judgment)
Visual communication 141, 142
Visualization (compared with spatial ability), 125ff
Vocational Preference Inventory
(Holland) 133
Wallas, model of creative thinking, 266, 307, 308
Wave Concept Inventory, 20
Whistleblowing 64, 66
Whitehead’s theory of rhythm in education, 164, 186, 212, 446
Wilde’s theory of engineering teams, 330 ff
Women 76, 77ff
-attitudes of male teachers to, 452
-biomedical engineering, 444
-design competitions 79
-difficulties in engineering 76 ff
-and grades, 448
-and interdisciplinarity, 204
-and learning communities, 451
-and role models, 78, 80
-and self-confidence, 294, 295
-summer camps for, 444
-and teaching methods, 77, 78
-in teams, 331, 336
-and testing, 77
-ways of knowing, 79, 80, 132
Women in Science and Engineering Campaigns (WISE)
444, 445
Work keys assessment tests, 211, 212
Writing,
-across the curriculum, 199 ff
-to learn, 199 ff